Local Restricted Convolutional Neural Network for Change Detection in Polarimetric SAR Images.
To detect changed areas in multitemporal polarimetric synthetic aperture radar (SAR) images, this paper presents a novel version of convolutional neural network (CNN), which is named local restricted CNN (LRCNN). CNN with only convolutional layers is employed for change detection first, and then LRCNN is formed by imposing a spatial constraint called local restriction on the output layer of CNN. In the training of CNN/LRCNN, the polarimetric property of SAR image is fully used instead of manual labeled pixels. As a preparation, a similarity measure for polarimetric SAR data is proposed, and several layered difference images (LDIs) of polarimetric SAR images are produced. Next, the LDIs are transformed into discriminative enhanced LDIs (DELDIs). CNN/LRCNN is trained to model these DELDIs by a regression pretraining, and then a classification fine-tuning is conducted with some pseudolabeled pixels obtained from DELDIs. Finally, the change detection result showing changed areas is directly generated from the output of the trained CNN/LRCNN. The relation of LRCNN to the traditional way for change detection is also discussed to illustrate our method from an overall point of view. Tested on one simulated data set and two real data sets, the effectiveness of LRCNN is certified and it outperforms various traditional algorithms. In fact, the experimental results demonstrate that the proposed LRCNN for change detection not only recognizes different types of changed/unchanged data, but also ensures noise insensitivity without losing details in changed areas.